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Abstract—Recommendation systems are a very common now days and it is used in a variety of applications. A recommender system that is
designed to reduce the human effort of performing domain analysis. Domain analysis is the task in which we can find the commonality and
difference between the different software‟s of same domain „feature recommendation is very useful now a days. This approach relies on data
mining techniques to discover common features across products as well as the relationship among these common features.
In this paper we used different techniques which are used for domain analysis and feature recommendation. This approach mines
descriptions of product from publicly available online product descriptions, uses a text mining and a novel incremental diffusive clustering
algorithm to discover features in specific domain , uses association rule mining to know latent relationships between the features within the
products of same domain and uses KNN algorithm which generates a probabilistic feature model that represents commonalities, variant.
Keywords- Domain Analysis, Recommendation System, Feature Extraction, kNN (k-Nearest-Neighbor), association rule mining, Incremental
diffusive clustering algorithm.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Domain Analysis is a process of identifying and
documenting the commonalities and variables to a particular
domain, it is starting phase of software development lifecycle to generate ideas for software. Many domain analysis
techniques are proposed, such as the Feature Oriented
Domain Analysis (FODA) [1] or the Feature Oriented Reuse
Method (FORM) [2] success of this approaches is based on
upon the document available for existing project
repositories. Another method such as domain analysis and
reuse Environment (DARE) [3]. These approaches generally
assume that analysts utilize existing required documentation
existing requirement specifications or competitors‟ product
brochures and websites, and then manually or semimanually evaluate the documentation to extract features.
Domain analysis is a labour-intensive task in which related
software systems are analysed to discover their common and
variable parts. Result is dependent upon the expertise of
available analyst‟s requirements specifications from
previous related software/ products available. To solve these
problems, researchers used data mining and natural
language processing (NLP) techniques for automate the
process of mining features from requirements specifications.
A recommender system can be defined as any
system that guides a user in a personalized way to
interesting or useful objects in a large space of possible
options or that produces such objects as output [5].
Recommendation system can be classified into
three main categories, content-based Filtering (CB) Contentbased approach. In this approach, similar items to the once

the user saw in past will be recommended to the user for
new recommendations. For example, if a customer of
softpedia.com bought watches of titan, similar watches
(related to Titan) will be proposed in future recommendation
sessions. Collaborative filtering (CF) in second approach,
items that other people with similar tastes and preferences
likes will be recommended. Third approach is hybrid
approach which is use to overcome the limitations of both
above approach hybrid approach are proposed that combines
both approaches. Hybrid algorithms attempt to combine CB
with CF.

The combination of content with rating data

helps capture more effective correlations between users or
items, which yield more accurate recommendations. There
are various important applications of recommendation
system some of them given below
i. Product Recommendation: People purchase products
from Amazon or similar on-line vendors strive each
user written some suggestions of products that they
might like to buy. This suggestion is based on the
purchasing decisions written by similar customers or
on other techniques, as shown in Figure 1, the user is
awarded with similar items that other customers have
like to buy.
ii. Movie Recommendations: Netflix offers movies
recommendations for customer they might like. These
recommendations are based on ratings of movies
which provided by users, an example of both content
with rating data is MovieExplain, which combines the
rating user profile and the feature item profile to
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iii.

disclose the favourite features of users as shown in
Figure2.
News Articles: News article recommendation is based
on reader interested article, interest of reader is identify
on the basis articles that they have read in the past. The
similarity will be based on the similarity of important
words in the articles. The

II. DATA SETS
As we study previously proposed feature
recommendation system in that we know the data is
collected from different web sites.The online Descriptions
of hundreds of thousands of products are now publicly
available on the WebPages Collecting the data from
different web sites by using web crawler. Data is collected
from softpedia.com, softonic.com, googleapps.com etc. For
experimental purposes, they mined from the 20 Softpedia
product categories shown in Table I. for extracting
important data from huge collection of data they proposed
novel Incremental diffusive clustering algorithm[7].
Table 2 shows a chunk of the feature which are
manually identified from softpedia.com. One which contain
TABLE I.

PRODUCT CATEGORY

Figure 1. Example of Recommendation in Amazon

Figure 2. Example of Recommendations in MoviExplain

same principles apply to recommending blogs from among
the millions of blogs available, videos on YouTube, or other
sites where content is provided regularly. Feature
recommendation system it is beneficial in single application
projects. Consider an analyst selecting requirements for a
new audio player software system might evaluate the
features provided by existing products. The identification
and reuse of domain property could potentially reduce cost
of development, time to electing features, improve quality,
and increase product competitiveness. In this approach
initial product description is taken as input, analyse this
description and
generate
related
features.
For
recommendation there are different algorithms of data
mining are used as given in below section.
Domain analysis techniques are frequently available to
organizations with existing products in the targeted domain.
On the other hand, the online description of product on
different websites Repositories mean that partial
Descriptions of hundreds of thousands of products are now
publicly available on the WebPages for particular domain.
These product descriptions can be used in place of actual
requirements to construct a new product of same domain.

core features such as Automatic Updates and malware
Protection. This table was manually compiled by researchers
at DePaul University through inspecting Antivirus product
listing from softpedia.com. It therefore only includes
features listed on softpedia [11].
III. FEATURE MINING
Features must initially be mined from product
specifications which are available from web pages. Negar
Hariri et-al presented in there paper where they used
117,265 different products from 21 Softpedia categories.
The description of the product is present as a huge collection
of data so descriptions are parsed into sentences to form
feature descriptors and then pre-processed stemming and
stop-word removal.
Each feature descriptor is then converted into a
vector space representation using the term frequency and
inverse document frequency (TF–IDF) approach. As many
1663
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products having similar features, but these features
described in different ways, the descriptors must be
clustered into consistent clusters such that each cluster
resemblance to software features. The similarity of a pair of
feature descriptors can be found by using the cosine
similarity of their corresponding term frequency and inverse
document frequency (TF–IDF) vectors. This similarity
measure can be used in any intercourse clustering algorithm
such as K - means, Kmedoid [18], or spherical K-means
[20] to group similar feature descriptors. Then they
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clustering requirements [11], each feature required to be
meaningfully and proper named. One approach uses the
medoid as the name. The medoid is the descriptor that is
most representative of the feature‟s theme. The medoid is
find by first computing the cosine similarity between each
descriptor and the centroid of the cluster and then summing
up the different weighted values in the descriptor‟s term
vector for all values above a certain threshold which is
already define. Then scores are normalized and then added
together for each descriptor. The descriptor is selected as the
feature name whose score is highest. This approach
produces proper meaningful names. As a feature based on
the theme of update, disk, malware protection, update
support.
IV.
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TABLE II.

proposed new approach i.e. incremental diffusive clustering
(IDC) approach [7] for feature extraction into 1,135
clusters, By August, 2010, they included over 796,536
different software product, with over 1.5 billion downloads
and categorized under 9 primary groupings, 292 sub
categories, and 1,096 product types.
This algorithm used a heuristic approach to
calculate the number of clusters. This algorithm tends to
outperform other algorithms, including K-means, spherical
K-means, and latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [19] for
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feature recommender is trained, while in the next steps the
trained system makes recommendations based on an initial
description of the product provided by a requirements
analyst or other users of the system.
The first phase mining product description from online
software product repositories. For example, feature
descriptors could be retrieved from Softonic.com which
contains a large collection of software products. In the next
step, clustering algorithm used to groups features and
generates an appropriate name for each feature. Final step, a
product-by-feature matrix and a feature itemset graph (FIG)
based on the relationships between products and the mined
features are both constructed. Then kNN algorithm is used
for recommending features .The trained recommender
system can be used to generate recommendations based on

FEATURE RECOMMENDATION PROCESS

The process of recommendation system and
component required in feature recommendation is given in
below paragraph. Figure 3 illustrates the overall process,
which consisting of an initial training phase as well as a
usage phase. In the first step screen scrapper utility used to
extracted features from online product descriptions and the

an initial textual description of the product provided by the
requirements or domain analyst.
Following is the list of component used in feature
extraction and recommendation.
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[1] Screen scraper: It is first component of system
used for mining descriptors from online product
description.
[2] Incremental diffusive clustering: It is second
component of recommendation system used for
which clusters descriptors into features and extracts
meaningful names for each cluster. This clustering
algorithm is capable of identifying both most
prominent and hidden themes from descriptors to
perform well for the task of clustering requirements
[13].
[3] Product by-feature matrix: which is generated as
a by-product of the feature and products, as some
work of recommendation used matrix factorization
techniques [14].

The aim of the feature recommendation system is
to provide recommendations for software with a given set of
initial features. The feature recommender can be trained by
using a binary product-by-feature matrix, based upon the
clusters created by IDC. Product-by-feature matrix it is a
matrix that contain relationship between product and
feature, the word binary is used here to indicate the
relationship between product and feature i.e. 0,1. In binary
product-by-feature matrix P gives the number of products
(117,265), F is the number of identified features (1,135), m
of i ,j is equal to 1 if the feature j includes a descriptor
originally mined from the product i[1]. This matrix is
referred as the feature pool for next process, it is further
used to generate feature recommendations. By using this
matrix various collaborative filtering algorithms, such as
neighbourhood-based techniques which is user-based kNN
and item-based kNN as well as matrix factorization
approaches such as BPRMF [21], can be exploited to
produce recommendations. For a new product p with a set of

Figure 3. Feature extraction and recommendation
[4] Frequent itemset graph (FIG): From this feature
association rule can generated [15, 16].
[5] Recommender system: The final component is the
recommender system itself system utilizes both the
Product-by-feature matrix and the FIG to generate
on demand feature recommendations.
The feature recommendation process is
start when a user provides a short textual product
description. This description is automatically and
analyzed tokenization, stemming, and removal of
stop word to create a partial product profile. Then
it work in flow as shown in figure 3[7] it produce
recommendation of feature which is shown in
figure 4[7]
V. FEATURE RECOMMENDATION ALGORITHM
Feature Recommendations can be achieved in two
different ways. First, is the feature recommender which used
as a Content Based recommender, it includes the standard
kNN for feature recommendations. Second one is an
association rule which is used to identify hidden connection
between features and products Recommendations.

Figure 4. Example of Feature Recommendation System
features Fp, the recommendation algorithm computes a
recommendation score for each of the features which are not
in Fp and presents to the users the top N (where N is the
number of recommendations) features with the highest
recommendation scores.
A. FEATURE RECOMMENDATIONS USING
STANDARD KNN
For recommending feature different algorithms are
used, such as product-based kNN, feature-based kNN
method. K-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) learning strategy
perform well in forum recommendations [38,41]. Two wellknown methods are also used for recommendation against
the Standard KNN i.e. feature-based kNN [45] and matrix
factorization using Bayesian personalized ranking method
(BPRMF) [46].
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Feature-based kNN method is also a neighbourhood
model similar to product-based kNN. Feature-based kNN
gives the prediction on the basis of feature neighbourhood,
matrix factorization is another method which record both
product and feature it is useful for binary data .By using
kNN algorithm we can computes a feature-based similarity
of a new product and all existing products. The highest
priority k similar products are considered as neighbours of
the new product. Then using the information from highest
priority K neighbours recommends the features.
Content based feature recommendation have the some
advantages i.e. Domain knowledge not Needed, Adaptive
quality improves over time, Implicit feedback sufficient but
it also have some limitations i.e. New user ramp-up
problem, Quality dependent on large Historical data set.
Stability verses plasticity problem.
Negar Hariri & Carlos Castro-Herrera are used cosine
similarity to find the similarity of the new product and the
existing product [11]. Negar Hariri et-al used equivalent of
the cosine similarity to find similarity of new and existing
products features [7]. Informally, the similarity is a
numerical measure of the degree to which the two objects
are alike. It is usually non-negative and are often between 0
and 1, where 0 means no similarity, and 1 means complete
similarity [40]. There are different formulas for calculating
similarities between the new product, existing product such
as Euclidean Distance [42], Pearson Correlation [43],
Jaccard coefficient [44], Cosine similarity.

confidence. H. Dumitru, M. Gibiec, N. Hariri, J. ClelandHuang, B. Mobasher, C. Castro-Herrera, and M. Mirakhorli
used a Apriori algorithm in their work for feature
recommendation [7], apriori uses generate and test approach
mean it generates candidate itemset and tests if they are
frequent than select. it scan database multiple time . Then
Negar Hariri et-al proposed fp_growth algorithm [35] in
association rule mining. Fp_growth algorithm firstly
generate fp_tree in that root node is null and then generating
the nodes that contain features as well as support count of
that feature. Fp_tree depends on how the items are ordered.
After generating association rule features can be
recommended for new products when provide short textual
description by finding all the matching rules. Frequent
features can be sorted in directed acyclic graph [36], [37] for
reducing search time. The graph is organized from level 0 to
level N, where N is the maximum size from all frequent
discovered frequent feature set.
Figure 5[7] depict a subset of graph for features related
to antivirus software. Each node represents a frequent
feature set and the number associated with it shows the
support value of the feature set. For example, the 4 features
, network intrusion detection (NP) and disk scan for finding
malware (DS), Spyware Protection (SP), DF occur together
in 0.935 of total products and are consider as a frequent
feature set, if this subset graph is only considered then the
feature recommended by the system are NP,DS,SP,DF .

B. FEATURE RECOMMENDATIONS USING
ASSOCIATION RULES
Association rules can sometimes be used to generate
recommendations from relatively scattered product profiles,
which can be use if a user provides limited information for
an initial product description. Various Association rule
techniques are available such as the Apriori algorithm [27]
,TREE-PROJECTION [33], fp-growth [30], PERFECT
HASHING AND PRUNING (PHP) [31], by using
association rules we may identify set of items based on
concurrence of item in transactional database. In feature
recommendation system association rule mining used for
finding the relationship between features with in products.
Association rule mining developed for supporting market
basket analysis to analyze products that customers tend to
purchase at the same time.
For example, Association rule milk, butter => bread the
meaning of this rule is that the customers who buy milk and
butter are also likely to buy bread. For build recommender
system in different domain association rule mining has been
used such as in e-commerce, intelligent we applications
[21], [32], [29]. Association rule has two Parts, first finding
frequent feature sets and then discovery of frequent feature
sets from association rule which satisfy a minimum

Domain Analysis is process of identifying and
documenting the commonalities and variables to a particular
domain. A recommender system is designed to reduce the

CONCLUSION

Figure 5. A Subset of Frequent Itemset Graph form Antivirus
Software Features

human effort of performing domain analysis. Feature
recommendation system is beneficial in single application
projects. Domain analysis techniques are frequently
1666
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available to organizations with existing products in the
targeted domain. The aim of the feature recommendation
system is to provide recommendations for software with a
given set of initial features. The feature recommender can be
trained by using a binary product-by-feature matrix, Based
upon the clusters created using IDC. Product-by-feature
matrix its name sagest it is a matrix that contain relationship
between product and feature, the word binary is Used here
to indicate the relationship between product and feature.
On the basis of previously studied paper we conclude
that when initial product description profile is sparse and
have only few features then Association rule mining can be
used which gives relatively accurate recommendations.
Binary KNN Algorithm is much better than other algorithm,
by using these algorithms we can find similar feature
between new product and existing products by using some
similarities formulas. Matrix factorization is also good
techniques which consider feature as well as product but it is
useful for binary data.
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